We de ne a simpli cation ordering on terms which is AC-compatible and total on non-AC-equivalent ground terms, without any restrictions on the signature like the number of AC-symbols or free symbols.
Introduction
Automated termination proofs are well-known to be crucial for using rewriting-like methods in theorem proving and programming. In such methods, sometimes particular treatments are preferable (e.g. for e ciency reasons) for equational theories including \permutative" axioms like commutativity (which cannot be oriented into rewrite rules by means of well-founded orderings). Especially interesting because of its many practical applications is the case when the equational theory is associativity and commutativity (AC) for some of the operators. Therefore a lot of work has been done on the development of suitable AC-compatible reduction or simpli cation orderings, like DHJP83, BP85, GL86, BCL87, KSZ90, Bac92] .
An essential additional property of the ordering that is needed in order to preserve the completeness of most rewrite-based theorem proving techniques for rst-order clauses (modulo AC) is its totality on (AC-di erent) ground terms. Such a total ordering was nally found by Narendran and Rusinowitch (cf. NR91], where it is applied to prove that any AC-ground theory admits a nite convergent rewrite system, see also Mar91]). Here we also de ne a simpli cation ordering This paper is an extended and revised version of RN93] , where a di erent formulation of this ordering was given. Here we include a simpler more elegant formulation which moreover works uniformly for both ground terms and terms with variables. We would like to thank Pierre Lescanne for a very useful suggestion in this direction made at RTA-93. This work is partially supported by the Esprit basic research working group 6028, CCL.
This comparison is done with the multiset extension of if f is an AC symbol and with the lexicographic extension otherwise (see section 3 for the formal de nition). Example 1.2 Suppose a f g where f 2 F AC . Then for the example above monotonicity is preserved: we have f(a; a) g(a) because snf R (f(a; a)) = ff(a; a)g and snf R (g(a)) = fg(a)g and f(a; a) rpo g(a). Also, f(a; f(a; a)) f(a; g(a)), since snf R (f(a; f(a; a))) = ff(a; a; a)g and snf R (f(a; g(a))) = ff(a; a)g (note that f g and hence g must be removed) and f(a; a; a) rpo f(a; a).
It is worth emphasizing that only for simplicity reasons the ordering is de ned in this paper in terms of the set of normal forms. In section 6 we will provide an equivalent more e cient de nition, which is based on the fact that for any ground term s the unique maximal (wrt. rpo ) term in snf R (s) can be obtained by rewriting innermost with R and keeping the maximal (wrt. rpo ) candidate when n rules of the form f(: : :; g(x 1 ; : : :; x n ); : : :) ! f(: : : ; x i ; : : :) can be applied.
To obtain a family of di erent orderings we introduce (in the formal de nition given in the next section) the possibility of having rules in R I not only for AC-symbols but also for some non-AC-symbols. This is done by means of splitting F in two subsets: the set of interpreted symbols (which must include F AC ) and the set of non-interpreted symbols. Example 1.3 Let F be ff; g; ag, where f is an AC-symbol and g is a non-AC-symbol. If only the AC-symbols are interpreted then g(f(a; a)) f(g(a); a) for any precedence between f, g and a. But if we allow interpreting g then, with any precedence satisfying g F f, we have f(g(a); a) g(f(a; a)), since the set of normal forms (wrt. the new R) of f(g(a); a) and g(f(a; a)) are respectively ff(g(a); a)g and fg(a)g.
We also want to make the observation that our ordering can be rede ned to allow also part of the non-AC symbols to have a multiset status in the underlying RPO ordering. Here we do not give any speci c proofs for this fact, as it is straightforward to extend all the existing proofs to this case. This allows us in some cases to obtain di erent orientations, although of course totality on the AC-congruence classes of T (F) is then reduced to totality up to permutation of arguments of such multiset operators. This paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 provides the necessary technical background. In sections 3 and 4 we give the main de nitions and some basic properties of the rewrite system R. In section 5 we prove the main properties of the ordering for the ground case and section 6 is on the implementation of the ordering. Section 7 proves the applicability of the ordering to terms with variables, and the last three sections are devoted to examples, extensions and comparisons with other related work and future work.
De nitions and basic properties
In the following we consider that F is a nite set of function symbols that is totally ordered by a precedence F , where F AC is the subset containing all AC-symbols of F. We assume that ? is the smallest constant symbol of F.
The arity of a function symbol f, denoted by (f) , is a set of natural numbers that indicates the number of arguments that f may take. If f 2 F AC then (f) contains all natural numbers greater than 1; otherwise, (f) contains one natural number. T (F) and T (F; X) are de ned as usual according to these arities, if X is a set of variables, whose elements will be denoted by x; y; z; : : :, possibly with subscripts.
We denote by = AC the congruence generated on T (F) by the associativity and commutativity axioms for the symbols in F AC . Let s, t, s 0 and t 0 be arbitrary terms in T (F), and let u be a non-empty context in T (F) Let s be a ground term f(s 1 : : :s n ) with n 0. Then the size of s, denoted by jsj, is de ned as js 1 j + : : : + js n j + 1. Furthermore, f is the head symbol of s, denoted by Head(s).
The extension of the = AC relation to multisets == AC is de ned by: fs 1 ; : : :; s m g == AC ft 1 ; : : :; t n g i m = n and if n > 0 then there exists some t j s.t. s 1 = AC t j and fs 1 ; : : :; s m g n fs 1 g == AC ft 1 ; : : :; t n g n ft j g.
Given a relation , the AC-multiset extension of on nite multisets, denoted by , is de ned by: M = fs 1 ; : : :; s m g ft 1 ; : : :; t n g = N if M 6 = ; and N = ; or s i = AC t j and M n fs i g N n ft j g, for some i in 1 : : :m and j in 1 : : :n or s i t j1^: : :^s i t jk and (M n fs i g N n ft j1 ; : : :; t jk g or M n fs i g == AC N n ft j1 ; : : :; t jk g)
for some i in 1 : : :m and 1 j 1 < : : : < j k n (k 0) i.e. after eliminating each occurrence at both sides of an AC-equivalent element, M is non-empty and for every element in N there is a bigger one wrt. in M.
Let each symbol f in the set of function symbols F have a status, denoted by Stat(f), which can be lexicographic (lex) or multiset (mul). In the following we consider = as equality of terms up to permutation of arguments for such function symbols with multiset status. where rpo and lex rpo are respectively the multiset and lexicographic extension of rpo .
In the following, by s rpo t, we mean s rpo t or s = t. By max rpo (S) we denote a maximal element wrt. rpo of the set of ground terms S (note that all maximal ground terms in S are equal up to permutation of arguments, i.e. max rpo (S) is an arbitrarily chosen maximal term in S).
Lemma 2.1 The ordering rpo is a simpli cation ordering on T (F; X), where s rpo t or t rpo s for all terms s and t in T (F) with s 6 = t. Furthermore, s 0 = s rpo t = t 0 implies s 0 rpo t 0 , for all terms s, s 0 , t and t 0 in T (F; X).
Given a term t and a (terminating) rewrite system R, the set of normal forms of t wrt. R will be denoted by snf R (t).
The ordering
In this section the rewrite system R and the AC-RPO ordering (denoted by ) are formally de ned. Note that the sets of rules are in nite due to the fact that AC-symbols can have arbitrary large arities (greater than or equal to 2).
As said, we consider that the set of function symbols F is totally ordered by a precedence F , where F AC is the subset containing all AC-symbols of F. Furthermore 4. If f 6 2 F I then snf R (f(s 1 : : :s n )) = ff(s 0 1 : : :s 0 n ) j s 0 i 2 snf R (s i )g. The rewrite relation ! R is not con uent, because of the rules of type 2 that can rewrite e.g. f(a; g(a; b)) into both f(a; a) and into f(a; b) if f 2 F I and e.g. a F b F f F g. However, the following property similar to con uence holds when computing sets of normal forms wrt. ! R .
Roughly speaking, it states that con uence for computing the set of normal forms of a term t is preserved if all terms created by a rule of type 2 are kept: where is a substitution and fr 1 ; : : :; r n g is the set of right hand sides of all rules in R with left hand side l. Note that n > 1 only for a rule of type 2, i.e. when l is of the form f(: : :; g(x 1 ; : : :; x n ); : : :).
Proof We rst prove the termination and con uence of the following rewrite relation ! SR on sets Now it only remains to be proved that, given a ground term t, a term s is a normal form wrt. R of t i s belongs to the normal form of ftg wrt. ! SR . The right-to-left implication is trivial. For the reverse implication we proceed by induction on the size of t wrt. rpo . If t is in normal form wrt. R then the result holds. Otherwise, we have t ! R t 0 ! R s and then also ftg ! SR ft 0 g S ! SR S 0 S 00 , where S 0 and S 00 are the normal forms of ft 0 g and S respectively. Then, by induction hypothesis, since t rpo t 0 , we have s 2 S 0 . 2
The con uence property for computing the set of normal forms of a term of the previous lemma will be used very often in what follows. It also provides already a more e cient method for computing the set of normal forms. Later on we will go more into detail about this.
The following lemma states that AC-equal terms have the same sets of normal forms (as always, up to permutation of arguments of multiset operators):
Lemma 4.5 Let s and t be two ground terms. If s = AC t then snf R (s) = snf R (t). Proof By induction on jsj + jtj. Assume In what follows in this section, and as we are dealing with ground terms only and rpo is total on ground terms (up to permutation of arguments of multiset operators), to abbreviate the notation we will use mnf (t) for max rpo fsnf R (t)g, which is a unique ground term (up to permutation of arguments of multiset operators). Now we can also write mnf (s) rpo mnf (t) instead of \for all t 0 2 snf R (t) there exists s 0 2 snf R (s) with s 0 rpo t 0 ", (and similarly for rpo ).
AC-compatibility Lemma 5.2 The relation is AC-compatible on T (F).
Proof Let s, s 0 , t and t 0 be terms in T (F) with s 0 = AC s t = AC t 0 . We prove by induction on jsj + jtj that s 0 t 0 . There are two possibilities: 
Monotonicity
The following lemma will be used to prove the monotonicity of and also in following sections for di erent purposes. It describes when the ordering relation rpo between terms is preserved under addition of a context and interpretation: Otherwise, if f F h and t is not a constant then by lemma 4.4 snf R (ct) = snf R (f(: : :t 1 : : :)) : : : snf R (f(: : :t n : : :)). Since s rpo t, we have s rpo t i for each t i , and by induction hypothesis, mnf (cs) rpo mnf (f(: : : t i : : :)) for each t i which implies mnf (cs) rpo mnf (ct). If Head(s) = f then mnf (cs) rpo mnf (f(: : : t i : : :)) by induction hypothesis and then mnf (cs) rpo mnf (ct). If (f F h and) t is a constant (? or not) then mnf (cs) rpo mnf (ct) = f(u 1 : : :u p ; ?; v 1 : : :v q ). When f 2 F AC , the result follows similarly (using the fact that if Head(s) = f then m > 1). If f 6 2 F AC and Head(s) = 6 Implementing the ordering
From the two following lemmas we will obtain an algorithm to e ciently compare terms in our ordering.
Lemma 6.1 mnf (f(s 1 : : :s n )) = mnf(f(mnf (s 1 ) : : :mnf (s n ))) for every f(s 1 : : :s n ) in T (F). Proof By lemma 4.4 we have mnf (f(s 1 : : :s n )) = max rpo (snf R (f(s 1 : : :s n ))) = max rpo ft j t 2 snf R (f(s 0 1 : : :s 0 n ))^s 0 i 2 snf R (s i )g = max rpo fmnf (f(s 0 1 : : :s 0 n )) j s 0 i 2 snf R (s i )g, which is equal to mnf (f(mnf (s 1 ) : : :mnf (s n ))), since applying lemma 5.5 n times: mnf (f(mnf (s 1 ); mnf (s 2 ) : : :mnf (s n ))) rpo mnf (f(s 0 1 ; mnf (s 2 ); : : :mnf (s n ))) rpo : : :: : : rpo mnf (f(s 0 1 ; s 0 2 : : :s 0 n?1 ; mnf (s n ))) rpo mnf (f(s 0 1 ; s 0 2 ; : : :s 0 n?1 ; s 0 n )). Then, by transitivity of rpo it follows that: mnf (f(mnf (s 1 ) : : :mnf (s n ))) rpo mnf (f(s 0 1 : : :s 0 n )). 2
Lemma 6.2 If t 1 ; : : :; t n are ground terms in normal form wrt. R, f 2 F I and f F g then mnf (f(: : :g(t 1 : : :t n ) : : :))= mnf (f(: : : t : : :)), where t is the maximalterm wrt. rpo in ft 1 ; : : :; t n g. Proof By lemma 4.4 it holds that mnf (f(: : : g(t 1 : : :t n ) : : :)) = max rpo (snf R (f(: : : g(t 1 : : :t n ) : : :))) = max rpo (snf R (f(: : : t 1 : : :)) : : : snf R (f(: : :t n : : :))) = max rpo fmnf (f(: : :t 1 : : :)); : : :; mnf (f(: : :t n : : :))g which is equal to mnf (f(: : :t : : :)), since t = mnf (t) rpo mnf (t i ) = t i (note that each t i is in normal form), and then by lemma 5.5 we have mnf (f(: : :t : : :)) rpo mnf (f(: : :t i : : :)). 2
From this lemma and lemma 6.1 we obtain an algorithm to e ciently compute the mnf (t) for some ground term t by rewriting innermost and instead of applying m rules of type 2 of the form f(: : :g(u 1 : : :u m ) : : :) ! f(: : :u j : : :), just using one of them: f(: : :g(u 1 : : :u m ) : : :) ! f(: : :u : : :) where u is maximal wrt. rpo in fu 1 ; : : :; u m g (this way of rewriting innermost with R and applying rules of type 2 keeping only the maximal subterm was the original de nition of the interpretation in our preliminary paper RN93]). In this way we also obtain, as a side e ect, the mnf (t 0 ) for all subterms t 0 of t, which may be needed when checking whether t s (for some other ground term s) using the second branch of the de nition of .
Note that non-innermost versions of this strategy do not work, because then sometimes for a term t a non-maximal normal form is obtained: with f g h i a b and h; f 2 F AC = F I , for the term t = h( b; i( f(a; b); g(f(b; b)) ) ) we have mnf (t) = h(b; g(f(b; b))), but by noninnermost rewriting we would obtain h( b; f(b; b) ).
This method provides a simple way to implement our ordering in any existing rewrite laboratory in which a rewriting mechanism and the RPO ordering are available.
In this way, to get an even easier de nition of the rewrite rules and avoid xing a strategy while keeping the uniqueness of the normal form in the ground case, we can write such rules of type 2 as: Note that we have used instead of rpo . This is allowed since s t implies mnf (s) rpo mnf (t), for all ground terms s and t.
Terms with variables
In theorem 7.2 we will prove that is stable under ground substitutions: for all s and t in T (F; X) and for all ground substitutions , if s t then s t . This allows us to use the ordering for all practical purposes like orienting non-ground rewrite systems or |which was our main motivation for this work| to obtain complete theorem proving strategies with built-in AC-uni cation, and to the extension to the AC-case of the deduction methods for constrained clauses. First we need the following lemma:
Lemma 7.1 Let s and t be terms in T (F; X) in normal form wrt. R. Then s rpo t implies mnf (s ) rpo mnf (t ) for all ground substitutions .
Proof By induction on jsj + jtj. If t is some variable x, then, since s rpo t, x is a proper subterm of s and t is a proper subterm of s . Then by (the proof of) lemma 5.4, mnf (s ) rpo mnf (t ).
If t is not a variable, then it is of the form g(t 1 : : :t n ) with n 0. Since s rpo t, the term s cannot be a variable, so let s be of the form f(s 1 : : :s m ) with m 0. Then we have the following cases: Similarly, mnf (t ) is equivalent to mnf (f(mnf (t 1 ) : : :mnf (t n ))) which will be of the form f(u 0 11 : : :u 0 1k As a consequence of the lemma 7.1, the implementation technique described in the previous section can also be applied when comparing terms with variables, with the modi cation that in the application of rules of type 2 there may be more than one maximal term, and all rules f(: : :g(u 1 : : :u m ) : : :) ! f(: : :u : : :) where u is maximal wrt. rpo in fu 1 ; : : :; u m g have to be applied. This allows one to obtain smaller sets of normal forms.
Examples
Due to its totality property (which distinguishes it from all other AC-compatible path orderings) the main eld of application of AC-RPO is the one of complete strategies for theorem proving and unfailing Knuth-Bendix completion modulo AC. However, it can also be used to orient AC-rewrite systems. Below we show some examples of proving termination of such rewrite systems.
In the following example, note that our ordering orients the distributivity axiom in the opposite way wrt. the usual orientation:
Example 8.1 Suppose ; + 2 F AC and F +. Then x y + x z x (y + z), since snf R (x y + x z) = fx y + x zg, snf R (x (y + z)) = fx y; x zg and x y + x z rpo x y and x y + x z rpo x z. 
Comparison with other related work and extensions First let us mention some aspects related to the application of the ordering to the orientation of AC-rewrite systems. As shown in example 8.1, in many cases the orientations obtained by our ordering are di erent from the usual ones.
An AC-compatible path ordering that does orient the distributivity axiom in the \appropriate" way is the one given in KSZ90] (this is also the case using polynomial interpretations BCL87]). But this ordering is not total on ground terms because of its way of comparing terms with the same AC-top-symbol, since sometimes the subterms can be used only once in a comparison. For instance, if a F b F c then the terms f(a; c) and f(b; b) are incomparable, and it seems that this problem is inherent to the ordering and di cult to overcome. This problem does not occur in our ordering, since we compare multisets in the usual way (as RPO, for instance) which preserves the totality property.
In the associative path ordering (APO) ( BP85]) for many signatures no precedence satisfying the rather severe restrictions exists. In its recent extension EAPO ( DP93]) this problem is solved and for all signatures always some admissible precedence exists (although not all precedences can be used like in our case). APO roughly consists of interpreting the terms by rewriting them with a set of distributivity axioms and then comparing them by RPO. Therefore these orderings are non-total in the sense that terms equivalent under the distributivity laws will be incomparable. A well-known trick to attack this problem is to use a lexicographic combination where the rst component is APO and the second component is some other ad-hoc ordering to deal with cases of distributivity-equivalent terms. This can be done since the incomparability relation under APO is a congruence. In fact it is the ACD-congruence relation (where D stands for distributivity). But surprisingly, this is not the case for EAPO, since there may be ACD-equivalent terms with di erent transformations and therefore comparable under RPO, which makes them comparable under EAPO. Let us give an example:
Example 9.1 Let h, g and f be AC-symbols, with h F g F f (note that this precedence is not allowed in APO). Then the rules applied in the transformation are: h(f(x; y); z) ! f(h(x; z); h(y; z)) h(g(x; y); z) ! g(h(x; z); h(y; z)) g(f(x; y); z) ! f(g(x; z); g(y; z)) Now the following two terms: s = f(f(g(h(a; a); h(a; a)); g(h(a; a); h(a; a))); f(g(h(a; a); h(a; a)); g(h(a; a); h(a; a)))) and t = f(g(h(a; a); h(a; a)); g(h(a; a); h(a; a))) are ACD-equivalent (both can be obtained from the term h(g(a; a); f(a; a))) and are in normal form wrt. the set of rules). Finally if we compare s and t after attening by RPO, we have s greater than t. Note that s EAPO t is in fact needed, since t is a proper subterm of s and EAPO is a simpli cation ordering.
This means that EAPO could only be used as the rst component in such a lexicographic combination if the EAPO incomparability relation is indeed a congruence, which, to our knowledge, is an open question.
By a similar method, one can obtain from our ordering an AC-compatible simpli cation ordering total on ground terms that does orient distributivity in the \right" way: take as rst components any desired orderings (like APO) for which the incomparability relation is a congruence, and use our ordering as last component to make the combination total on ground terms. This has been pointed out to us by Claude March e, who describes and uses this technique in his PhD Thesis Mar93] , where this method is also used in practice for e ciency reasons.
Future work
As mentioned in the introduction, a very interesting open question is whether it is possible to decide the satis ability of AC-ordering constraints, i.e. given s > t with s and t in T (F; X), (or a quanti er-free boolean formula built over such inequations) to decide whether there exists a ground such that s t for our ordering. We believe that the ordering de ned here should be simple enough to lead to a procedure for deciding such problems, which, as we have shown for the case modulo the empty theory, has interesting applications in automated theorem proving.
